Bridger™ Line Throwing Gun
2014 DIGITAL PHOTO CONTEST (photos or video)
DEADLINE: October 31, 2014
Naval Company Inc is looking for more photos to add to our online gallery!

YOUR ODDS ARE VERY GOOD TO WIN!!!!! Historically, we have never had more than 10 entrants!!!

Digital photos or videos can be submitted. The person or company who provides the “BEST digital PHOTO, series of photos or 1-minute (+/-) VIDEO
clip of a BRIDGER™ LINE THROWING GUN in use” that can be posted at www.navalcompany.com and/or on YouTube, be used in a PowerPoint® for
training, or be used any way Naval Company, Inc wishes, will win a $500 CREDIT toward the purchase of any Bridger™ supplies purchased from Naval
Company or a Bridger™ dealer, or 50% off any kit purchased direct from Naval Company, Inc ($900 value!). Individuals not interested in
credit toward a purchase of line gun supplies are eligible to win $250 CASH. Please understand, your odds of winning are excellent!!! If your photos are
posted on our website, you will be acknowledged as registered on the bottom of this form. Note: In the case of a tie, the winnings will be split 50/50.
RULES, REGULATIONS and CRITERIA: Contest entries must include completed entry form – one for each entry (still photos or video). Any Bridger™ Line
Throwing Gun owner, dealer, want-to-be owner or *individual may enter photos. Photos must be digital, of high quality, in .jpg format, and in some way
apply to use of a Bridger™ Line Throwing Gun; the more interesting the photo, the better. There is no limit to the number of photos you can submit on one
entry, however, each individual may only submit one entry for still photos and one entry for a video. The winning photo(s) or video must be of quality suitable
for use in a PowerPoint, on the website or on YouTube. Photos may be altered to include remarks or include other marks to aid in instruction or
understanding provided the unaltered photos are additionally included. Videos showing actual footage of a rescue with a short possible interview with the
rescuer and/or the person rescued would be welcome. Add an interview with the person who facilitated the line throwing gun success and/or a person who
was rescued or valued from its’ use. This video must be suitable for viewing from a DVD and/or the internet. If you already have a video that could be
entered but isn’t long enough; exceptions may be made for short exceptional footage; please ask.
Types of photos or videos needed: Line construction; ice rescue; mud rescue; whitewater steep creek applications; lowhead dam rescue, tug to ship;
drilling rig to ship; deep ravine; river or flood rescue; utility company applications; oil spill clean-up, bridge applications; unusual applications; challenges
where it could be dangerous to use the Bridger and notations why; success stories of the past with photo of the survivor and rescuers, etc. We are
sure you have the best ideas of what would be of value. Or… your entire line gun crew proudly displaying the Bridger Line Gun. JUST ABOUT ANYTHING
GOES, provided it is a high quality photo that shows a line throwing gun or is relevant to an attached newsworthy Bridger line gun story.
Authorization/Release: I hereby acknowledge that (I / my company) took the photos and I am authorized to give you permission to use them, hereby
transfer ownership and copyright privileges to Naval Company Inc. I agree that the photos emailed and/or on the enclosed disc may be used by NAVAL
COMPANY, INC., the manufacture of the Bridger™ Line Gun Kit, and/or their successors or assigns for use in training materials, a PowerPoint® training
presentation, and/or any means of marketing. Our company, or I, would like recognition for these photos if used in a PowerPoint® training presentation, on
our website or on YouTube, as noted below. Use in other applications would not require recognition unless you note otherwise in the comments. Our
company would NOT like recognition for these photos (put a line through the sentence in this paragraph that does not apply and authorize with your
initial next to the line you eliminate). If I do not choose and initial as requested above, Naval Company, Inc. will have the freedom to make the decision.
Submission: Submit .jpg images on a disc along with your entry form to Naval Company Inc. c/o M. Meininger, PO Box 907, Buckingham, PA 189120907, or mail your entry form and email your .jpg images with all info that is also written on your entry form to beth@navalcompany.com . If mailing, Naval
Company Inc is not responsible for entries that are lost, late, delayed, damaged, or incomplete. Be sure that you have a back-up copy of all photos, that
your disc is well-protected and that you have enough postage on your mailer. Email us to let us know you have mailed your submission. Please call if you
have questions. Thank you. We wish you successful shooting!

Entry submitted by (required for entry to qualify):
Individual making submission NAME /TITLE:__________________________________________________________________________
Company:____________________________________________________________________________ __________________________
Address:__________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________
Phone:___________________ Cell: ___________________ Fax: ___________________ Email:___________________________________
Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Put an “X” on the appropriate following line: _____Submitted as an individual _____Submitted for the company
Signature:_____________________________________________________________ Date:____________________________________
Submit to NAVAL COMPANY INC as instructed above by October 31, 2014. Thank you; we appreciate your participation!

